
Project: Hicha Joy, Kass 10/11
Client: Desert Joy
Type of Greenhouse: Glass Greenhouse
Surface: 20 hectares
Services: Turnkey building in the glasshouse for tomato production in
Tunisia. Installation of the complete internal equipment. Building of other
facilities like canteens, service areas with solar panels on the roof, internal
facilities as locker rooms, toilets, offices, etc.
Date: 10/11/2023

This document confirms that our respectful client, Desert Joy, would like to extend
their appreciation for the work well done by Agrikol Group company on the above-
mentioned project and that they would highly recomment Agrikol Group for their
professional communication, excellent construction skills and solutions, required
organization, speed and work efficiency, business management and cooperation
with the client. By signing this document, the client agrees that the logo of their
company and their testimonial is allowed to stand on Agrikol Group's website as a
recommendation of Agrikol Group's services, filed on the page Our Satisfied
Clients.

___________________     __________________       ________________________
(Client’s representative)                 date                  (Agrikol Group representative)

* This agreement confirms the satisfactory condition of both parties
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This document acknowledges that our respectful client Desert Joy, who has hired
Agrikol Group, agrees that the work and organization done by Agrikol Group have
met satisfactory conditions to proclaim that the project/requested work is finished.
By signing this document, the client's representative confirms that the requested
work on the above-mentioned project is finished and that the Agrikol Group team is
allowed to leave this site. This agreement also confirms that the hours spent on
this project (regular and additional) will be paid accordingly.

___________________     __________________       ________________________
(Client’s representative)                 date                  (Agrikol Group representative)
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